UNIVERGE® Solutions Partner Program Certification Announcement

Forum Communications Consortium II™ is Certified

The Consortium II is a powerful conferencing server that can support multiple conference types including Meet Me, Recurring calls or Quick Conferences. The system includes flexibility to control and administer the conferences with a user friendly interface. Superb conference quality, as if the participants are in the same room meeting face-to-face. Integrated Outlook streamlines scheduling for all participants. The Consortium II showcases a mixture of high tech, advanced features with redesigned hardware and software. The user has easy one touch access and can download recorded conferences in MP3 format. Forum's Consortium II advanced feature set is enabling the systems to be easily managed and used.

The Consortium II is certified for only the TDM interface to the PBX.

NEC UNIVERGE® NEAX® PBX's Tested

UNIVERGE NEAX 2000 IPS
- N1 03.00.00
  PN-8DLCP
  PN-8IPLA
  PN-24PRTA
  PN-24DTA-A SC2122 CC2.2
  Dterm® Series III (ETJ-16DD-1 and ETJ-24DS)
  Dterm Series I (DTR – 16D - 1)

UNIVERGE NEAX 2400 IPX
- R21 03.01.000
  PA-16ELBJ
  PA-32IPLB
  PA-24PRTB – SP3029 13A
  Switch Setting:
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SW0 - 2,3=off and 1,4=on  
SW1 – 1,3,4=off and 2=on  
SW2 – 7=off and 1,2,3,4,5,6,8=on  
SW3 – 1,2,3,4=off and 5,6,7,8=on  
SW4 – 1,3=off and 2,4,5,6,7,8=on  
SW5 – 8=off and 1,2,3,4,5,6,7=on

PA-24DTR – SP3010 A9A
Switch Setting:
SW10 – 1,2,3,6,7=off and 4,5,8=on  
SW11 – 1,5,6,7,8=off and 2,3,4=on  
SW12 – 4=off and 1,2,3,5,6,7,8=on  
SW13 – all on  
SW14 – 1,3=off and 2,4=on  
SW15 – 2,3,4=off and 1=on

Dterm Series III (ETJ-16DD-1 and ETJ-24DS)  
Dterm Series i (DTR – 16D - 1)

UNIVERGE SV-7000
– R21 03.01.000
PA-16ELBJ  
PA-32IPLB  
PA-24PRTB – SP3029 13A
Switch Setting:
SW0 – 2,3=off and 1,4=on  
SW1 – 1,3,4=off and 2=on  
SW2 – 7=off and 1,2,3,4,5,6,8=on  
SW3 – 1,2,3,4=off and 5,6,7,8=on  
SW4 – 1,3=off and 2,4,5,6,7,8=on  
SW5 – 8=off and 1,2,3,4,5,6,7=on

PA-24DTR – SP3010 A9A
Switch Setting:
SW10 – 1,2,3,6,7=off and 4,5,8=on  
SW11 – 1,5,6,7,8=off and 2,3,4=on  
SW12 – 4=off and 1,2,3,5,6,7,8=on  
SW13 – all on  
SW14 – 1,3=off and 2,4=on  
SW15 – 2,3,4=off and 1=on

Dterm Series III (ETJ-16DD-1 and ETJ-24DS)  
Dterm Series i (DTR – 16D - 1)
Configuration of Product Tested

Consortium II– 6.X
- Pentium IV Processor
- 1GB RAM
- 2 x 80 GB SATA Hard drive, mirrored
- OS – Window 2003 Server standard
- NMS CG6060 Board for Voice and Network connectivity
- NMS CG6565 Board for Voice and Network connectivity
- Forum-proprietary CCB200 boards for conference mixing

Contact Information

Forum Communications is eager to support your sales efforts with product information, literature, and sales support. For further information, please contact them directly as follows:

Neal Jabara
Main: 972-619-8582
1223 N Glennville Dr,
Richardson, TX 75081
United States

Certification is a process within NEC’s UNIVERGE Solutions Partner Program (USPP) in which our USPP partners can have the PBX interface of their product tested in NEC’s Partner Test Lab, in order to verify compatibility with specific NEC systems. The Certification process is offered only to those USPP partners in compliance with the parameters of the UNIVERGE Solutions Partner Program.

Sincerely,
Michael Steinmetz
Product Line Manager
NEC Unified Solutions, Inc.
Voice: 214-262-2481
steinmetz@necunified.com

Mary Mantz
Partner Program Administrator
NEC Unified Solutions, Inc.
Office: 214-262-2486
usp@necunified.com